
Technical Specification of Tripod with Pulley 

 

Tripod for access in confined space 

Adjustable telescopic feet with pivoting sole plate. 
 
- Height: min. 1.78m | max. 2.73m 
- Width: min. 1.30m | max. 1.87m 
- Weight: 17 kg. 

The Tripod is an anchor point designed to be used temporarily by one or two persons to 

access a confined space such as a well, a silo, a sewage system, etc. 

The Tripod shall be made of aluminum; its light-weight design (18Kg) makes it easy to 

transport. The height of the Tripod shall be adjustable by its extending tubes which can be 

adjusted to six positions. 

The feet are swivel-mounted and equipped with anti-slip pads. The three legs are secured 

by a strap once the tripod adjustments completed: the strap may not be necessary in certain 

special conditions when the feet adhere correctly to the ground and the rubber pads are in good 

condition. 

Temporary anchor point complying with the requirements of standard EN 795 B designed 

to receive: Fall-arresters complying with the requirements of standard EN363 Rescue lifting 

devices per EN 1496 A or B class Devices for working suspended on rope Lifting anchor point 

complying with machinery standards 98/37CEE Maximum load on feet without strap 250 Kg 

(MUL) Maximum load on head with strap 500 Kg (MUL) 

The Tripod shall be  designed and tested for use without the strap at the base in the 

following ways : - Temporary anchor point complying with requirements of standard EN 795 B for 

persons. -Lifting anchor point complying with machinery directive 98/37CEE, 250Kg max Position 

Height (m) Width (m) 

N°1 1,76 1,40 

N°2 1,95 1,55 

N°3 2,13 1,65 

N°4 2,32 1,80 

N°5 2,51 1,90 

N°6 2,70 2,00 

 

 

 



Rescue lifting device implementing winch 

The manual drum winch shall allow rescuing personnel by lifting. The system shall provides a high 

degree of safety by two independent braking devices: The 20 m Carol winch shall equipped with 

mounting bracket and cable. Maximum load: 250 kg.  

The winch is rescue equipment conform to the norm EN 1496 A. The Carol winch are complies 

with lift winch with a weight of 250 kg maximum  (DIRECTIVE 98/37/CEE) .Carol WINCH shall 

have provision for work in suspension, along with second safety fall arrest conform to EN 363. 

 The rescue winch shall be delivered with a console with the Wire rope of 20 meter in galvanized 

steel and connecter  

Technical characteristics 

Shall Complies with machinery directive 98/37/CE and EN 1496A  

Winch shall satisfies all rupture and endurance test requirements per standard EN13157 

:12/2004.  

Drum and gear wheel shall be mounted on bronze bearings. 

Shall provide with double braking safety by self-locking wheel and screw system and use of pawl 

brake with double spring.  

Shall have rigid frame with painted mechanical parts and drum.  

Drum disengageable by easily accessible lever with safety device preventing disengagement 

when carrying a load. 

Users and gears shall be protected by ergonomic cover, removable for maintenance. 

Variable-length control crank handle (6 adjustment positions) allowing user to either apply 

maximum control force, or perform rapid cranking for small loads or rewinding.  

Self-locking crank handle adjustment knob for maximum user comfort and safety.  

Allows adjusting crank handle or removing it to prevent operation of winch.  

The TS winch can be secured by 4 points on a vertical mounting plane.  

Shall be easily transportable by cross bar 

 

1. Certificates of conformance to international (EN) standards (EN 13731) 

and Tender specific Auth Letter from OEM is to be enclosed with offer 

2. Bidders should mention make & model of all offered equipment, and 

enclose detailed technical specifications / literature / brochures (in 

English) which shall be annexed with proper references. Bids submitted 

without supporting documentation shall be liable for rejection 


